Explore Buffalo is an organization based on the idea of bringing people together. When the COVID-19 pandemic began in early 2020, it presented a challenge far more serious than any we could have anticipated. That challenge turned out to be an opportunity for the creativity and dedication of our staff and volunteers to shine. We began to offer a series of online programs that continued our mission of education about Buffalo's history and architecture and, four months later, we resumed outdoor tours. We found that these online programs and outdoor tours helped to fill a need for people to come together safely and connect with their community.

Now two years into this pandemic, we continue to innovate new ways to approach our mission as we incrementally resume tours and programs. Our talented staff team has done incredible work to create new content and programs, and to coordinate and communicate changes to existing programs. We’ve learned how to do many of our core activities in new ways, from a virtual Winter Gala in 2021 to hybrid training classes for our docents and tour assistants. In 2021, we celebrated the return of Doors Open Buffalo, with thousands of people enjoying a day of free tours of downtown landmarks. All of this has been made possible by our extraordinary volunteers, who have led more than 2,000 tours and programs over the past two years. This includes 18 new tours that have been created across our region, including new Community Cultural Tours that promote a greater understanding of WNY’s diverse communities.

Over the past two years, Explore Buffalo has been sustained by generous support from our community as tour revenue fell dramatically and has remained well below pre-pandemic levels. We are extremely grateful to the many donors, Explorer Pass members, sponsors, and foundations who have provided financial support through this challenging time. The support from our community in 2020 and 2021 has shown the extraordinary value of Explore Buffalo in our community. We are optimistic about the opportunities to tell Buffalo's stories in the year ahead, and we look forward to seeing you on a tour soon!
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHTS

2021 AWARDS

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
Judy Falkowski

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
Eileen Healy

SERVICE AWARD
Helen Brady

LEADERSHIP AWARD
Janine Ortman

2020 AWARDS

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
TinaMarie Kumiega

ROOKIES OF THE YEAR
Trish Kenyon & Bernadette Ruof

SERVICE AWARD
Bob Kiekbusch & Denise Prince

LEADERSHIP AWARD
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Launched in 2021, Community Cultural Tours provide programs about the diverse history and culture of their own community and promote a greater understanding of WNY’s diverse communities. We’re working to develop stronger relationships with local organizations to expand our understanding of what makes Buffalo such a unique place to live.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

- THE MARGARET L. WENDT FOUNDATION
- NEW YORK STATE OF OPPORTUNITY Council on the Arts
- Life Storage
- CCHF Alliance
- P&A Group Est. 1975
- AIG
- S&T Bank
- 716 REALTY GROUP
- Dixon Schwabl
- Hanna Commercial Real Estate
- Buffalo Spree
- Lawley Insurance | Employee Benefits
- Hunt Since 1911
- 1215 Apartments
THANK YOU
PROGRAM & EVENT SPONSORS

PROGRAM SPONSORS

M&T Bank  Uniland  Wells Fargo  Linde  Handelers

BUSINESS PARTNER PROGRAM

Buffalo Jewish Federation  Independent Health  Lockport National Fuels  National Fuel

WINTER GALA SPONSORS

The Buffalo News  Buffalo Spree  H&S Hearing & Speech of WNY

dixon schwabl  Regan Landscape  Rigidized Metals Corporation  UBS  W

AAA  Andrews, Bernstein, Maranto & Nicotra PLLC  Ellicott Development  GENESIS PPG

Marker Systems  Morris  Spencer Group  Tri-Main center  MAXIM Management Services LLC

Wendel  Welcome  Chicago Title  The Connoly Firm  Stadler IP Law

Generation Development Group  Gray Line  Memorable Getaways  Hogan Willig  Attorneys at Law

IAN DANIC  CALDER & HEATHER FLYNN  BRAD HAHN

CHRIS HAWLEY  GERRI KOZLOWSKI
Explore Buffalo gratefully acknowledges grants from the following government agencies and private foundations:

- The Margaret L. Wendt Foundation
- The Ralph C. Wilson Jr. Legacy Fund for Community Assets
- Prentice Family Foundation
- The Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation
- Golden and Goldman Philanthropic Fund for Jewish Philanthropies
- ASI Emergency Relief Fund
- Zemsky Family Foundation

### LOUISE BETHUNE CIRCLE

**Trailblazers**

- Eleanor & Stephen Ash
- Cindy & Paul Gorski
- Debra Hall-Stonish
- Katherine & Paul Hahn
- Duncan Hemink
- Harry Meyer & Linda Cross
- Katharina & Gary Szakmary
- Bob & Judy Wetter

**Explorers**

- Anonymous
- Lee Broad
- Ian Danic
- Linda & Ron Eaton
- David Fijas
- Chester Grososfsky
- Gerri Kozlowski
- Marjorie Murray

**Pathfinders**

- Hadar & David Borden
- Danielle Buchbinder
- Elise Carr
- Julia D'Amico
- Emily Emmons
- Calder & Heather Flynn
- Rose Furlage

**Surveyors**

- Catharine Ackerson & Susan Illes
- Brandy & Chris Alfiero
- Anonymous, 5
- Tina M. Beatty, ArchiTina Tours LLC
- Cassandra Church
- Anne Conable
- Anne M. Dietterich
- Charles Donabedian
- Mary Durlak
- Judy Falkowski
- Alison Fleischmann
- Donnie Gibson
- Bill & Marie Hornbuckle
- Lorenzo Iannazzo
- William & Betty Johnson
- Steve Lakomy, MD & Cheryl A. Lyles
- David & Leigh Liberatore
- Mary Alice McClusky
- Scott & Eileen McIlhagga
- Christine Miller
- Danielle Ossher & Peter Martin
- Harold & Ruth Ossher
- Ann Palmer
- Barbara Peterson
- Denise Prince
- Gail Proctor
- Jack & Karen Rogers
- Tina Salandra
- Phyllis Spears
- Cynthia Vance & Scott Smith
- Karen West
- Karen Ziegler
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Cheryl & Tony House
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Marya Vant Hul
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Michele Patti Kasimor
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Jessica Yox
Kenneth & Collen Zamiara

* Donors who contributed $50 and above

IN HONOR OF
The Bantle Family
Keith Bantle
Helen Brady
Dr. Sharon F. Cramer
Ron Eaton
Robert Drajem
Ian Danic
Cathy Drew
Guido Tomassi
Chuck LaChuisa
Mike Swart

IN MEMORY OF
Robert & Maureen Mashanic
Molly Mashanic–Jubert
Kenneth Kiekbusch
Robert Kiekbusch
Explore Buffalo is a volunteer-driven non-profit organization dedicated to promoting Buffalo’s history, architecture, and neighborhoods through quality education to learners of all ages.

One Symphony Circle, Buffalo, NY 14201

716-345-3032

explore@explorebuffalo.org

/ExploreBuffalo  @ExploreBflo  @ExploreBuffalo